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The Garrett 
at The 
Collective

“It feels like living 
here makes me part 
of some exclusive 
celebrity club, The 
Garrett is a home 
that I love to show 
off to our friends and 
family.”
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PROJECT PROFILE

Address: 150 I St SE, Washington, DC 20003

Architect: SK+1 Architecture

Builder: WC Smith

Studco products used: 

EzyJamb SRC framings  
RocYork RY50 Concealed Hinges

The Garrett at 
The Collective

“It feels like living here makes me part of some 
exclusive celebrity club, The Garrett is a home that I 
love to show off to our friends and family.”

The Garrett at The Collective brings luxurious, rustic style  
apartments with sportsplex-like amenities to residents. The Garrett 
is the third building at the Collective and will have 375 luxury  
apartments and more than 13,000 square feet of ground floor 
retail, all in the heart of the rapidly growing Capitol Riverfront  
neighbourhood. The Garrett is designed around community, with an 
outdoor tennis court and pools, a fitness centre with a spin room, an 
indoor green space, a 5,000 square-foot collaborative work centre 
and a 9,000 square-foot roof top with amenity space, including a 
club room, party room and outdoor grills.

Designed by SK-1 Architecture, the styling of The Garrett’s  
exclusive loft-inspired luxury apartments are a cut above the 
rest, with floorplans including crackled tile backsplashes, quartz  
countertops, open kitchen shelving, soft-close drawers and  
cabinets and Elfa closets. Mike, a resident of the Garrett says,  
“it feels like living here makes me part of some exclusive celebrity 
club.”, and that “The Garrett is a home that I love to show off to  
our friends and family.” Builders WC Smith are based out 
of the District of Columbia, known and respected for their  
community building capabilities, with a vision of creating and  
maintaining healthy neighbourhoods, knowing the importance  
of communicating with residents, and stakeholders. SK-1  
Architecture and WC Smith worked closely with the clients  
to create an area where the residents were put first.

WC Smith engaged Studco Building Systems to supply EZ Concept 
flush door systems to create a concealed and clean look to the 
HVAC closets in the luxury apartment building.

EzyJamb Single Rabbet (SRC) door frames with RocYork RY50 
concealed hinges were carefully chosen for the interior unit HVAC 
closets with a 20-minute fire rating, to fit with the sleek modern style 
of the apartment interiors and keep the residents safe in the event 
of a fire.
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Studco Furring Channels

Studco Furring Channel is a multi-purpose system developed for both interior 
and exterior structures.

Designed to be non-corrosive and guaranteed to last, Studco furring 
channels are of high quality and easy to use and install. The ‘hat-
shaped’ frame is rolled from premium American steel and used as 
a batten for concrete or masonry walls and ceiling assemblies. The 
furring channel is vertically installed on to the wall surface using  
concrete nails and power-driven fasteners, and gypsum panels are then 
screwed attached to the furring channels.

Studco offers two high quality furring channel options for assemblies which 
includes a standard Furring Channel that is directly attached to the wall studs 
in the wall applications and is fastened directly to the bar joists or floor joists in 
ceiling applications. This Furring Channel is available in standard lengths of 10’ 
and 12’. The other option from Studco is the Z Furring Channel, this system is 
typically used to furr out concrete or masonry interior walls to accommodate 
polystyrene, fiberglass and mineral, providing a rigid installation surface for 
drywalls. The Z Furring Channel is available in a standard length of 10’ and 
standard sizes of 1”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 2-1/2” and 3”. It is also available in custom 
sizes and lengths to accommodate project requirements.

Here are the Resilmount acoustic products available for Studco furring channels:

For more information on Studco Furring Channels or our Resilmount products, 
please email us at sales@studcosystems.com or contact us on 800 675 8023.

• Furring Channel (Standard Length of 10’ and 12’)

• Z Furring Channel (Standard Length of 10’)

• A237R - Metal Furring Channel Resilient Sound Isolation Clip - To be fastened 
to structure with a minimum #8 screw or masonry sleeve anchors. A237 clips 
can be used to suit 7/8” and 1/1/2” Furring channels. 

• A237CR - Channel to Furring Channel Resilient Sound Isolation Clip – Resilient 
clip for isolating the ceiling primary cold rolled channel and the furring channel, to 
which drywall is fixed to . 

• A237BR - Bar Joist to Furring Channel Resilient Sound Isolation Clip – Resilient 
clip used in steel joist applications where a dropped ceiling is needed. 

• A96R - Adjustable Furring Channel to Purlin Resilient Sound Isolation Clip –  
Resilient mounting bracket for furring channels suspended below purlins  
or trusses.  

• A106R - Furring Channel to Purlin Resilient Sound Isolation Clip – Allows the 
furring channel to run parallel, perfect for applications where maximum ceiling 
height is needed. 

Furring Channels available from Studco include:

Studco Furring Channel  

Studco Z Furring Channel

Studco Furring Channel with the  
A237R Resilmount clip installation.



PROJECT PROFILE

Address: 700 Davenport Avenue, New Rochelle, NY 10805

Architect: Granoff Architects

Builder: Regional Construction

Studco products used: 

Resilmount A50R-3

Watermark Pointe Beachfront  
Collection

The Resilmount team worked closely alongside 
Regional Construction, in order to supply an effective 
acoustic isolation solution for the luxury apartments.

The Watermark Pointe Beachfront Collection is located on a 
secluded enclave on the New Rochelle shoreline, offering exceptional 
Westchester condominiums with a beachfront lifestyle like no other. 
Each elegant, well-appointed waterfront condominium features a 
greatroom with a wall of glass opening to an expansive 30’ terrace. 
Offering residents carefree resort-style living, these waterfront  
condos include exclusive amenities such as, a waterfront  
clubhouse, state-of-the-art fitness center with panoramic views of 
the Long Island Sound and an outdoor pool overlooking the beach.

Designed by Granoff Architects, the beachfront apartment  
complex includes 9 residential buildings, each equipped with 8 
luxury three-bedroom units, featuring contemporary layouts and 
stunning views. The gated community will represent the epitome  
of luxury coastal living.

Creating a peaceful resort-style community located only 35  
minutes from the heart of Manhattan meant that sound proofing and 
acoustic solutions needed to be a top priority for the project.  

When developing luxury multi-dwelling residences on an exclusive 
piece of property so close to one of the top 10 biggest cities in 
the world, quiet home environments are crucial. With over 50 
years of experience as real estate developers, National Realty &  
Development Corp. (NRDC) recognized the value of proper  

acoustic design for the Watermark Pointe condos and engaged 
Studco Building Systems to provide innovative acoustic ceiling 
solutions from their Resilmount sound isolation range.

NRDC Executive Vice President Jerry Bermingham said,  
“acoustics have always been an important component of its  
luxury residential business.”

The Resilmount team worked closely alongside Regional 
Construction, in order to supply an effective acoustic isolation  
solution for the luxury apartments. The apartment buildings were 
fitted with Resilmount A50R-3 Resilient Isolation Hangers, to  
suitably isolate the ceiling system from the floor structure and reduce 
structure and airborne noise.

The A50R-3 was ideal for reducing the noise of the close-by city 
sounds and the neighbouring apartments.
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Resilmount A50R-3

PROJECT PROFILE

Address: 2600 Hylan Blvd, Staten Island, NY 10306

Architect: Hill West Architects

Developer: Kimco Realty

Studco products used: 

Studco stud and track

The Boulevard Staten Island

The $180 million project, by developers Kimco Realty, 
will bring 50 national and local retailers to the 440,000 
square-foot shopping complex.

Formerly known as Hylan Plaza, the Boulevard is set to be a  
major retail hub in the New York borough of Staten Island. The 
redeveloped shopping centre will house a variety of grocery, outlet 
retailers and entertainment venues, and will provide a Main Street 
shopping concept experience over two levels.

The $180 million project, by developers Kimco Realty, will  
bring 50 national and local retailers to the 440,000 square-foot  
shopping complex, featuring retail spaces ranging in size from 1,500 
to 80,000 square-feet and the Alamo Drafthouse Cinema, that will 
offer a dine-in movie theatre experience.

South Shore Drywall and Summit Gypsum sought out a steel 
framing supplier that would be able to work with them to provide 
the ideal solution and deliver a quality product for the project. Both 
teams carefully selected Studco Building Systems as their supplier 
of choice for the project, as a reputable company that would be able 
to meet the design requirements of the job.

Studco Building Systems worked closely with both Summit  
Gypsum and South Shore Drywall to offer a suitable framing  
solution and supplied the steel stud and track for the  
construction of the new shopping centre.

The Studco team was in constant communication with Summit 

Gypsum to ensure all orders were fulfilled and ready on-site  
when required.

Studco’s mission is to make sure their customers can be industry 
leaders that can provide a competitive edge and quality finish with 
any project they have.
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3 Reasons Why Your Project 
Needs Resilmount 

Resilmount sound isolation clips are engineered and patented by Studco Building Systems, specifically for reducing air-borne and structure- 
borne vibration in wall and ceiling applications. Resilmount offer a variety of sound isolation clips and acoustic mounts designed to achieve 
optimum isolation control and engineered to perform in sensitive acoustic applications.

But what makes Resilmount different to the alternatives?

There are many great reasons to choose Resilmount for sound isolation, but if we could narrow it down to 3 main reasons why you should 
choose Resilmount, this would be it.

1. Unique Patented Isolation Element

With an eye-catching design and signature red colour, 
Resilmount’s patented thermoplastic element is engineered to 
outperform standard rubber mouldings. The unique, multi-cell 
one-piece isolation element was designed by Resilmount to 
eliminate acoustic short circuit between the room lining and the 
building structure, and to ensure the clip assembly remains intact 
during transit and installation. 

2. Competitive Pricing

If you are looking for quality sound isolation products that are  
designed for optimum performance, without the high price tag;  
Resilmount is for you. All Resilmount acoustic mounts and isolation 
clips are manufactured right here in the USA, using quality materials 
and conforming to the strict ISO9001 Quality Management System. 

In addition to being competitively priced, Resilmounts are 
design for easy installation, saving installers time and 
money on site. 

3. Backup Technical Support

Studco have conducted extensive third-party testing on our  
Resilmount isolation clips, to offer you peace of mind that our  
products will perform under the relevant conditions. Resilmount is 
backed by Studco’s experienced technical team who can assist 
with qualified opinions and acoustic advice on your project. 

Not convinced yet?

Contact the resilient mount specialists on 800 675 8023 or email us at sales@resilmount.com

PROJECT PROFILE

Address: 440 Hilltop Dr, Marcy, NY 13403

Architect: WTW Architects

Builder: Hueber-Breuer Construction

Studco products used: 

Drywall Studs 

Structural Studs

HEDA Jamb Studs

Hilltop Hall  
SUNY Polytechnic Institute

“This project is a bold step for SUNY as the college 
system continues down the path to reduce its carbon 
footprint and builds on our Green New Deal initiative”

The SUNY Polytechnic Institute’s new Hilltop Residence Hall is a 
4-level building that will house over 250 students from the State 
University of New York. The residence hall will be a zero-net,  
carbon certified building, meaning that annually, it will use  
equal to or less than the energy it can produce through  
renewable resources.

This sustainable and energy-efficient building will include  
several hotel-style lounge areas, study rooms, kitchens, multi-
purpose rooms, game rooms, laundry and storage areas, and more. 
The outdoor space will include a courtyard, outdoor grills, and a  
bioretention water tank that removes contaminants from the water, 
and finally a solar power system to retain power and energy.  “This 
project is a bold step for SUNY as the college system continues 
down the path to reduce its carbon footprint and builds on our 
Green New Deal initiative to make New York’s electricity 100  
percent carbon neutral by 2040 and create a more sustainable, 
green economy.” Governor Andrew M. Cuomo.

The SUNY Poly Residence Hall is not only practical and  
cost-effective but also supports students to maintain a healthy and 
comfortable lifestyle in a good learning environment. Studco was 
honoured to have supplied a number of products for this project  
including our drywall studs, structural studs, HEDA Jamb studs, 
and more. Studco was chosen for their ability to be a solutions 

partner, the team went above and beyond and did multiple job site 
deliveries in order to service the customer in the most efficient way 
and were readily available to answer and questions or enquiries. This 
project closely aligns with Studco’s values and efforts in minimizing 
environmental impacts.
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The Original EzyCap
Studco’s solution for wall ends

Need a custom solution?

Manufactured from cold rolled steel, EzyCap is a strong and versatile alternative 
to MDF stop ends. Available in custom lengths, EzyCap simply slides onto the 
end of the drywall wall, providing a durable and secure end cap that is fast and 
easy to install and eliminates cracked corners that can occur with MDF or drywall 
ends.

The EzyCap is Zincanneal coated and ready to paint in with the rest  
of the wall, significantly reducing time and effort on site. Efficiently  
capping internal balustrades, window openings, cavity sliders and internal 
partition wall ends, the EzyCap prevents damage from wear and tear in high 
traffic areas.

The EzyCap can also be used in conjunction with EZ Concept’s CavKit system for cavity sliders, this option is best for doors that 
are often kept open as the door butts against the flat door jamb. Alternatively, EZ Concept also offers a premium end cap for cavity 
sliders, which allows the door to close into a shallow rebate in the door jamb, offering complete privacy when closed.

Optional EzyCap Standard Closer Cap

The EzyCap wall end cap is durable and provides a consistent flush-finish look for square-set interiors. If you would like more information 
on this innovative product, please contact the EZ Concept team for a quote on 1 888 399 5262 or email sales@ezconcept.com

The clean line and square set look can also be achieved throughout 
your complete project. Contact the EZ Concept team to assist you 
with creating flush finish sections to suit your needs. Studco can 
provide a whole finishing package that will enable you to deliver the 
flush finish look.

• Eliminate cracked wall ends with this strong and versatile alternative for wall ends

• Designed for quick installation using a slip fit fixing method

• EzyCap is available in a range of sizes to suit various wall configurations

• EzyCap is designed for quick and economical finishing of wall ends.

• Eliminate cracking on wall ends using the EzyCap slip fit fixing method.

• Reduce compound usage for each stop end using EzyCap.

• Pre-finished surface standard and requires no extra preparation for painting.

• EzyCap is available in a range of sizes and custom widths and lengths to suit various wall configurations.

COMMUNITY
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Studco Building Systems US is proud to be supplying 60ft studs to a customer 
building a COVID-19 testing facility in Westbrook Maine.

Studco supplies 60ft stud for 
COVID-19 testing facility

The 60ft studs are the longest studs ever produced in the history 
of Studco.  It was an incredible team effort coordinating supply 
chain, production, logistics and sales to make this happen. Our 
incredible team at Studco was able to produce this product with 
an amazing turnaround time. The team received the request on a  
Tuesday evening and all departments worked together to  
execute the order as quickly as possible. The first shipment left 
Studco on the Friday for delivery on Monday. Truly an example of 
our team living Studco’s values as we continue to intensely focus 
on our customers and exhibit our passion for what we do!



TECH TIP
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Resilmount A237R Sound Isolation Clip
The Resilmount™ A237R sound isolation clip is an engineered, patented acoustic 
resilient mounting bracket for furring channels, for reducing airborne and structure-
borne vibration in wall and ceiling applications.

• The A237R clip can be used with any wood, steel, CMU or  
concrete application. 

• The A237 clip is equipped with attached fire washer and the 
engineered thermoplastic rubber outperforms standard rubber  
because of its sound absorbing characteristics. 

• The A237R clip decouples gypsum board from the structure,  
and is very cost effective. 

• The A237R clip can be used to suit 7/8” and 1 1/2” furring channels. 
• The A237R clip includes a 1/4” hole for a variety of fasteners.
• The A237R is UL approved in 109 wall and ceiling assemblies.
• The A237R clip is of consistent and reliable quality - manufactured 

under ISO 9001 quality control system.  

A237R product datasheet and installation instructions available at resilmount.com

Unique thermoplastic rubber that 
outperforms standard rubber because 
of its absorbing characteristics 

6.5mm diameter hole for a variety of fasteners
Sound cells to absorb and break up airborne sound

Metal ribs deliver extra strength 
throughout the clip

Unique 2-step locking system 
allows for furring channel to be 
‘locked’ in place

Strong column design providing a small percentage 
of contact area with the building strucutre

Equipped with engineered pre-attached fire 
fasher for faster installations


